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Abstract. Market mechanisms play a key role in allocating and pric-
ing commuters and drivers in new on-demand transport services such
as Uber, and Liftago in Prague. These services successfully use differ-
ent mechanisms, which suggests a need to understand the behavior of
a range of mechanisms within the context of on-demand transport. In
this paper, we propose a double auction mechanism and compare its per-
formance to a mechanism inspired by Liftago’s approach. We show that
our mechanism can improve efficiency and satisfy key properties such as
weak budget balance and truthfulness.
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1 Introduction

Lead globally by Uber, several on-demand transport services—including Grab-
Taxi in Singapore and Liftago in Prague1—are rapidly making a transition from
the traditional taxi model to market-based approaches. These approaches are
characterized by dynamic pricing, both for commuters and drivers.

An important, but not widely acknowledged, aspect of the transition to
market-based approaches is that different on-demand transport services are using
different mechanisms. For instance, Uber utilises a mechanism where commuter
prices and driver payments are set using a data-driven approach. On the other
hand, companies such as Liftago in Prague and GrabTaxi in Singapore have
implemented an auction-based mechanism where drivers bid for commuter jour-
neys. Determining which approach is better is difficult; while both companies
are financially viable, they (mainly) operate in different cities.

The success of such different pricing approaches reveals a need to understand
how various market mechanisms behave within the context of on-demand trans-
port systems. While auction and posted price mechanisms have been extensively
studied in a range of domains, this is not the case for the two-sided markets that
arise in on-demand transportation. So far, the only work investigating the prop-
erties of these mechanisms is either aligned with Uber’s mechanism [4, 1, 5] or
targeted at on-demand transport services with salaried drivers [3]. In particular,

1 https://www.uber.com/, http://grabtaxi.com, https://www.liftago.com/
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there has not been an evaluation of auction-based mechanisms, such as those
adopted by Liftago and GrabTaxi.

In this paper, we introduce a market mechanism for on-demand transport
services that aligns more closely with Liftago’s approach rather than the one
adopted by Uber. In particular, our mechanism is based on a double auction,
which means that both commuters and drivers bid for a journey. Although com-
muter bidding is not widely used at present, double auctions are known to be
highly efficient—forming a benchmark for other approaches—and the service
is accessible to all commuters when there is not significant financial inequality
(e.g., in on-demand transport services targeted at businesses).

In contrast with standard applications of double auctions [6], goods (i.e.,
journeys) in on-demand transport systems are heterogeneous. Furthermore, on-
demand transportation systems are large scale. Therefore, any new approach
must be able to both cope with the domain’s heterogeneity, and directly address
the scalability challenge. To this end, we show that our mechanism naturally
decomposes the large-scale market into a number of smaller scale sub-markets,
which can be run in parallel. We also provide key properties of our mechanism,
including conditions when truthfulness holds. We show via simulations that our
mechanism can achieve both a higher number of trades and efficiency, compared
with a benchmark auction mechanism inspired by Liftago’s approach.

2 System Model

In this section, we develop an agent-based model including commuters, drivers,
and the provider (e.g., Uber or Liftago). Our model captures the private pref-
erences of commuter and drivers, and forms the basis for our proposed double
auction mechanism, which we describe in Section 3. We consider the common
scenario where pre-booking and ridesharing are not supported.

Underlying our model is the road network. This is represented by a directed
graph G = (V,E). In the graph, the set of nodes V represents possible pick-up
and drop-off locations of commuters. The set of edges E represents the direct
routes between locations in V , which can be traversed by the drivers. Associated
to each edge e ∈ E are: a pick-up location u ∈ V ; a drop-off location w ∈ V ; a
cost2 ce ∈ [0,∞) for a vehicle to traverse edge e ∈ E; and an edge traversal time
τe ∈ Z+.

We consider a discrete time model, where the market mechanism is run every
T minutes. We assume that all commuters are willing to accept a delay of T
minutes on top of the time that it takes their allocated driver to reach their
pick-up location. This is not a strong assumption when T is sufficiently small;
e.g., 10 minutes.

We now detail our assumptions on commuter and driver preferences.

2 Such costs could arise due to fuel consumption and vehicle wear and tear
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2.1 Commuter Preferences

Commuter i desires a journey with immediate pick-up at a location ui ∈ V
and drop-off location vi ∈ V , which is reported to the provider. Each commuter
i has a maximum price, pi,max, she is prepared to pay for the journey. This
is determined by two factors: the distance of the journey; and the maximum
price-rate (in euros/km), ri,max, that she is prepared to pay, known only to
the commuter. The value of ri,max reflects commuter i’s desire for the journey
and her beliefs about how much alternative transportation options will cost. As
such, ri,max captures the effect of competition between providers—if there is an
alternative, ri,max will be less than what the alternative provider is offering.

The maximum price that commuter i will pay for their journey is given
by pi,max = ri,maxRi, where Ri is the distance of the requested journey between
pick-up location ui and drop-off location vi, dependent on the road network. The
maximum price pi,max determines how much commuter i will bid to be trans-
ported in our double auction mechanism (described in Section 3). The utility of
commuter i that pays price p is pi,max − p if allocated and zero otherwise.

2.2 Driver Preferences

Drivers are profit-seeking; that is, each driver j seeks to obtain a minimum profit
for each journey. The profit that driver j will receive, Sj , from transporting com-
muter i is given by Sj = rj,iRi−cRi−cRj,i, where Ri is the distance of commuter
i’s requested journey, c is the cost per kilometer (due to fuel consumption as well
as vehicle wear and tear), Rj,i is the distance from driver j’s initial location to
commuter i’s pick-up location, and rj,i is the price-rate per kilometer that driver
j receives for transporting commuter i. The price-rate rj,i is determined by our
mechanism detailed in Section 3.

Each driver j is only willing to transport a passenger if a minimum profit tar-
get, Sj,min, is met; that is if Sj ≥ Sj,min. The minimum profit Sj,min determines
how much driver j will bid for a journey in our double auction mechanism which
reflects the expectations of the driver including journey duration. The utility of
driver j is Sj − Sj,min if she is allocated and zero otherwise.

3 Proposed Market Mechanism

In this section, we introduce our double auction market mechanism. The purpose
of the mechanism is to allocate commuters to drivers and determine how much
commuters pay for their journeys as well as the payment drivers receive. In this
setting, each commuter’s requested journey is treated as a good that is bought by
commuters from drivers. Unlike the usual double auction setup [6], journeys are
not homogeneous, with each journey different: the pick-up location and journey
distance varies from commuter to commuter; and the distance between each
driver’s initial location and each commuter’s pick-up location also differs for
each driver-commuter pair.
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Journey heterogeneity means that standard double auction mechanisms—
designed for homogeneous goods—cannot be directly applied. To deal with this
problem, we introduce a market decomposition algorithm in Section 3.1, which
decomposes the market into a number of approximately homogeneous sub-markets.
This allows us to exploit the desirable properties of the McAfee mechanism [6] in
each sub-market, which we describe in Section 3.2. The approximately homoge-
neous nature of each sub-market causes bidders to behave differently compared
with homogeneous markets. The properties of our mechanism are described in
Section 3.3.

3.1 Sub-Market Decomposition

The first component of our mechanism is a method to decompose the market
(consisting of commuters and drivers) at the time the mechanism is run. The
purpose of the decomposition is to generate a number of approximately homo-
geneous sub-markets that can be run in parallel.

To generate the sub-markets, first observe that each driver j’s valuation of
a journey is in terms of their profit, whereas each commuter i’s valuation is in
terms of price. In order to compare the bids, the provider converts the bid of
commuter i to an effective profit. That is, the net profit received by a potential
driver k that serves commuter i will be Sk = pi,max − cRi − cRk,i, where Rk,i

is the distance between the initial location of driver k to the pick-up location
of commuter i. Observe that the heterogeneity in the market arises because Ri

and Rk,i differ for each driver-commuter pair.
To generate a homogeneous sub-market, we need to ensure that Ri and Rk,i

are the same for each driver-commuter pair. This occurs in two situations: either
all commuters are in the same location, have a journey with the same distance,
and each driver is at the same distance from each commuter (e.g., an airport);
or all drivers are in the same location, and each commuter has the same distance
journey with pick-up locations at the same distance from each driver (e.g., a city
center).

In practice, the conditions for a homogeneous sub-market will not normally
occur exactly ; instead, we need to settle for approximate homogeneity. This can
be achieved for the first situation as follows (illustrated in Fig. 3.1):

– Situation I (Commuter-centric):
• K commuters are treated as being in the same location if the pick-up

locations of all K commuters do not differ by more than a distance δ;
i.e., ‖uk − uc‖ ≤ δ, ∀k, where uc is the centroid of the pick-up locations
of all K commuters.

• K commuters having the same the journey distance if their journey
distances {Ri}i do not differ pairwise by more than a distance ε; i.e.,
|Rk −Rl| ≤ ε, ∀k, l.

• N drivers are treated as being at the same distance from the commuters
if distances from their initial location to the centroid, uc, do not differ
pairwise by more than a distance γ; i.e., |Rk,c − Rl,c| ≤ γ, ∀k, l, where
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Fig. 1. Illustration of sub-market formation in Situation I.

Rk,c is a distance to the centroid of all pick-up locations from initial
position of driver k.

The second driver-centric situation can be formed similarly (we omit details due
to space constraints).

To generate the sub-markets, the parameters ε, δ andγ need to be tuned.
This will typically rely on statistics from the network. The sub-markets are then
formed using an algorithm based on K-mean clustering. We examine the effect
of these parameters and the resulting approximate homogeneity on a realistic
on-demand transport network in Section 4.

3.2 Double Auction Mechanism

We now detail our proposed double auction mechanism, which consists of two
phases:

1. Decompose the on-demand transport market into approximately homoge-
neous sub-markets using the approach detailed in Section 3.1;

2. Allocate commuters to drivers:
– While there is a sub-market with at least one commuter and driver in the

sub-market, run a double auction in that sub-market using the McAfee
rule (detailed below).

– If there is only one commuter (or driver) in the sub-market, then run a
sealed bid second price auction where a trade occurs only if the commuter
(or driver) accepts the journey (based on their valuation as detailed in
Section 2).

A key feature of our mechanism is that it decomposes the potentially large scale
market into a number of sub-markets, which can be run in parallel. As such,
we are able to automatically group desirable commuters and drivers together,
which is important in practice as it reduces the need for drivers to respond to a
large number of commuter offers.

We now detail how commuters and drivers are allocated in the second phase
of our mechanism when there is at least one commuter and driver in a sub-
market. The basic idea of the allocation is to match the commuters that bid
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the most to drivers that bid the least, which maximizes the number of efficient
trades. The additional steps are based on the McAfee mechanism [6] to ensure
high efficiency (with bounded loss) and truthfulness (discussed further in the
following sections).

(i) (Initialization) Commuters broadcast {bi}Ki=1 (the maximum price they are
prepared to pay for their journey), and drivers broadcast {sj}Nj=1 (the min-
imum profit they are prepared to receive for their next journey).

(ii) For each commuter, compute b′i = bi − cRmax − cR0,max, where Rmax is the
maximum journey distance and R0,max is the maximum distance of the driver
from a passenger. Note that both Rmax and R0,max are parameters of the
sub-market (determined by δ and ε, as detailed in the previous subsection).
This allows the bids of the commuters and drivers to be compared as they
are both in terms of profit.

(iii) Sort commuters: b′(1) ≥ b
′
(2) ≥ · · · ≥ b

′
(K); drivers: s(1) ≤ s(2) ≤ · · · ≤ s(N).

(iv) Compute the number of efficient trades: k∗ = max{k : b′(k) ≥ s(k), b
′
(k+1) <

s(k+1)} and compute p0 = 1
2 (b′(k+1) + s(k+1)).

(v) Check the McAfee condition:
(a) If p0 ∈ [s(k∗), b

′
(k∗)], then the actual prices for the drivers and commuters

are s = b′ = p0 and all k∗ efficient pairs are allocated;
(b) Otherwise the prices for the drivers and commuters are s = s(k∗), b

′ =
b′(k∗) and k∗ − 1 pairs are allocated.

(vii) Commuters are then required to pay b′+ cRmax + cR0,max and each driver j
who transports commuter i is paid s+ cRi + cRj,i.

3.3 Mechanism Properties

The approximate homogeneity in the sub-markets that arise in our mechanism
means that not all properties of standard double auctions hold. We now state
without proof (due to space constraints) the key properties of our mechanism.

Proposition 1. The mechanism is weak budget balanced and individually ratio-
nal.

Proposition 2. The mechanism is ex interim truthful when agents are risk
averse3. However, the mechanism is not ex post truthful when agents are risk
neutral.

Note that the standard McAfee mechanism for homogeneous goods is ex post
truthful for risk neutral agents [6]. The restriction to ex interim truthfulness
with risk averse agents is a consequence of approximate homogeneity in each
sub-market. These properties suggest that our mechanism is useful in practice
as it ensures that the provider does not lose money on each journey (weak

3 Recall that ex interim means that agents know their own preferences, but not for the
others, and risk averse means that agents act by maximizing their minimum utility
(as opposed to the average in the risk neutral case)
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budget balance), as well as ensuring that drivers and commuters have incentives
to participate (the mechanism is individually rational). In the next section, we
investigate the efficiency (i.e., sum of drivers’ and commuters’ utilities) of our
mechanism via simulation and compare with a benchmark mechanism inspired
by Liftago’s approach.

4 Simulation Results

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of our mechanism via simulation. Our
mechanism is benchmarked against an approach inspired by Liftago’s mecha-
nism; namely, a sealed bid second price auction, where the commuter accepts
the journey if the second highest bid is less than the maximum price she is
prepared to pay. Our simulation study is based on the commuter demand pro-
file in the Mobility Services Testbed [2] for the city of Hague. We assume that
there are 20 available drivers and 100 commuters throughout the road network
at the beginning of a mechanism run, at a peak hour. We set the time between
mechanism runs as 10 minutes and the cost per kilometer as c = 0.3 euros.

In figures 2(a) to 3(b), we evaluate the efficiency and number of trades in a
single commuter-centric sub-market (as detailed in Section 3.1), and the depen-
dence on the parameter choices (i.e., for δ, γ). Although this does not evaluate
the long-term network-wide performance of our mechanism, it provides insight
into how the choices of these parameters affect efficiency and how a single sub-
market compares to the benchmark. The maximum price-rate that each com-
muter is prepared to accept and the minimum profit a driver is willing to receive
is drawn from the beta distribution (a highly flexible distribution with bounded
support), with parameters αr = 1, βr = 1 on support [0, 2.5] (for the price-rate)
and αs = 1, βs = 2.5 on support [0, 10] (for the minimum profit). We note that
a similar preference model was also used in [3].

Observe in figures 2(a) to 3(b) that using a choice of ε = δ = γ = 5 km,
our mechanism outperforms the benchmark in terms of both number of trades
(i.e., number of commuters served) and the efficiency. Importantly, the number
of trades and efficiency is dependent on the parameter choices, which suggests
further improvements are possible by optimizing our mechanism to tailor it to a
particular city in order to outperform the benchmark.

5 Conclusions

We have proposed a double auction mechanism to allocate commuters and
drivers in on-demand transport systems. We showed that our mechanism has a
number of desirable properties including the ability to run sub-market in paral-
lel, weak budget balance, individual rationality, truthfulness, and high efficiency.
A drawback of our mechanism introduced in this paper is that it is static, which
means that it only runs in discrete time. As such, our current focus and future
work is to develop online double auction mechanisms for on-demand transport
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(a) Plot of number of trades vs. the
commuter cluster radius, δ.
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(b) Plot of number of trades vs. width
of the driver annulus, γ.

Fig. 2. Effect of sub-market parameters on the number of trades.
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(a) Plot of efficiency vs. the commuter
cluster radius, δ.
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(b) Plot of efficiency vs. the width of
the driver annulus, γ.

Fig. 3. Effect of sub-market parameters on the efficiency (i.e., sum of drivers’ and
commuters’ utilities).

systems, along with methods to optimize the sub-market parameters. Long-term
and global market performance is to be investigated.
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